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Education for sustainability
Batteries are the most energy intensive and least sutainable way to deliver
electrical energy to circuits. Torben Steeg looks for sustainable alternatives.
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Supercapacitors
Capacitance is measured in Farads (F) and the
capacitors typically in use in school electronics
have values in the range from nF (nano, 10-9 F)
to uF (micro, 10-6 F). Capacitors are used in circuits
as temporary charge reservoirs, for example to
smooth or filter signals or in timing circuits.
Recent technological advances in capacitor
design have brought ‘super’ (sometimes called
‘ultra’) capacitors with values measured in tens
of Farads; these have the ability to store
between a million and a billion (109) times
more charge than more familiar  capacitors;
enough charge to power a low voltage circuit
for a short time.

Supercapacitors are available from both Rapid
and Technology Enhancement Programme
(Midddlesex University Teaching Resources).
Rapid sell 10F 2.5V capacitors (11-2142, from
£2.26) and 1F 5.5V ‘memory backup’ (11-2162,
from £1.42). Cheaper, non RoHS versions of
these memory backup capacitors are also
available from Rapid, but their availability and
prices are unstable, so check the website.

Larger values in standard radial packages are
available up to at least 50F from other
electronic component suppliers. The Technology
Enhancement Programme (TEP) (through MUTR)
provides a mains-powered capacitor charging
device – the Charge and Go (322-050A) and a
range of supercapacitors. This unit features
magnetic terminals to ensure that polarity is
correct for charging. An LED Bar display monitors
and displays the charge level and charging
progress and two status LEDs indicate when
charging is taking place and complete. 

Applications
Devices requiring a short duration power boost
or long duration low drain are most suitable.
Small solar motors have relatively low current
consumption so runs of 1-3 minutes are
possible. TEP publications have reported various
projects including boats, hovercraft, electric
flight and robot vehicles.
Super capacitors can be charged from a solar
panel, a USB port, a mains power supply,
a dynamo or directly from a battery (though
the latter rather undermines the sustainability
argument). A typical solar charging circuit is
shown below.

Note: in the diagram on the left two capacitors
rated at 2.2V have been used in series to
ensure the 4.5V from the solar cell doesn’t

overload the capacitors and to
provide a 4.4V supply for running
devices. A single 5.5V rated
memory back up capacitor could be
used instead. To increase the total
charge stored while maintaining
the same output voltage, use
multiple capacitors in parallel. 

Sustainability
15 billion ordinary (domestic) batteries are thrown away each year. 3 billion of these are from the US and
in the UK about 700 million discarded batteries produce 20-30,000 tonnes of toxic domestic waste every
year. Batteries may contain highly toxic heavy metals such as cadmium and mercury which leak into the
ground when the battery casings corrode and contribute to soil and water pollution and endanger wildlife.
Cadmium, for example is toxic to aquatic invertebrates and can bio-accumulate in fish (and hence enter
the human diet).

Perhaps more importantly, batteries are also the most energy intensive and least sustainable way to
deliver electrical energy to circuits. Assuming the threat of climate change due to a human created
greenhouse effect is to be taken very seriously, we need to urgently find other approaches to powering
the electronics our society so voraciously desires.

Electronics is the area in Design & Technology (and in education overall) that makes the greatest use of
disposable batteries and we should be actively looking for alternatives. This will not only improve the
environmental impact of the subject in the short term but will also, if done well, embed in our pupils a
critical attitude to energy sources and the awareness that sustainable approaches are achievable.
This article suggests some alternative technologies and teaching approaches.
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Capacitor Maths
Adapted from TEP’s News and Views

The quantity of electric charge (Q, measured in Coulombs, C) stored in a
capacitor is the capacity (C, measured in Farads, F) multiplied by the
voltage (V, measured in volts, V) to which it has been charged.
[You need to keep a clear head here as the two different uses of C to
represent both Capacity and Coulombs can confuse.]

Q = C x V Charge = Capacity x Voltage

So, a 10F capacitor charged to 2.5V contains 25C of charge.
As charge is a quantity of ‘electricity’ (actually of electrons), it equates to
a flow of electric current for a specified length time.

So: charge is also electric current (I, measured in Amperes, A) multiplied
by the time (t, measured in seconds, s) for which it has been flowing.

Q = I x t Charge = Current x Time

So, 1C is the amount of charge in a current of 1A current flowing for 1s.

The above two equations tell you also that:

C x V = I x t

In practical terms, a small motor drawing 50mA from a 10F 2.5V capacitor
would, theoretically, run for:
time = charge/current

=25/0.05
=500s (8 minutes 20 seconds)

In practice the terminal voltage of a capacitor
drops (roughly) linearly as the charge reduces,
so in practice running time is rather less.
For another example, a small DC motor might
draw 150mA and operate  only between
3Vand 2V, a drop of 1V.

CxV/I = time (seconds)
= (10F x 1V drop) / 0.15A = 67 seconds

Recharge time
Suppose that the power supply used to recharge this 10 Farad capacitor is
capable of providing a fixed current of 0.5 Amps. How long will it take to
fully charge the capacitor?

t = (C x V)/I 
= (10F x 2.5V)/ 0.5A 
= 10/0.5 
= 50s

USB
The USB port of a computer provides a reliable 5V supply able to source
100mA. (Actually it’s a bit more subtle than that; the specification says
the voltage should be between 4.75V and 5.25V and although, initially, a
device is only allowed to draw 100mA, it can ‘ask’ for more current in
units of 100mA up to a maximum of 500mA. However this requires
sophisticated electronics that go beyond our purpose.)

Pinout for series "A" plugs and sockets (generally used at the computer
end of a USB wire):

In other words, as you look at a USB port on a computer (assuming the
visible metal connectors are underneath (as shown above right) the LH
connector is 5V and the RH connector is GND.
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Advantages

• Voltage determined by the circuit application

• High Voltages possible (but there is a trade-off with capacity)

• High power density.

• Simple charging methods. No special charging
or voltage detection circuits required.

• Very fast charge and discharge (~ seconds).

• Cannot be overcharged.

• Long cycle life: more than 500,000 cycles at 100% 

• No chemistry involved.

• 10 to 12 year life

• Low impedance

• Small physical size

Disadvantages

• Linear discharge voltage characteristic prevents use
of all the available energy in some applications.

• Power only available for a very short duration.

• Low capacity.

• Low energy density.

• High self discharge rate. Much higher than batteries.

Pin Name Description Wire colour

1 Vcc +5 VDC Red
2 D– Data– White
3 D+ Data+ Green
4 GND Ground Black

Advantages and disadvantages of supercapacitors over batteries

Adapted from TEP’s News and Views



As you are simply using this as a power source, you can ignore the data lines (2 & 3).
Oddly, none of the major suppliers of components to schools seems to stock the
cable end USB connectors; luckily it turns out that the spacing between the tracks
on Veroboard (stripboard) is the same as the spacing between the ‘pins’ on the
USB connector – and Veroboard is just the right depth to slot into the connector
(clearly you can achieve the same effect using tracks of the correct width and
spacing on a PCB).

Solar Power
The price of solar power is dropping; 3V 80mA
units are now available from Rapid for £3.50
(42-0240). This is still too expensive for pupil
projects at KS3 (but has potential for KS4?).

Such a solar panel could replace the USB as a
source for charging the supercapacitor in the
circuit described in the previous section.

Solar power could also be used to charge
rechargeable batteries (see following section).
The circuit for this is very simple:

The diode allows current to flow in only one
direction - this prevents battery power
discharging through the solar panel when light
levels are low. There is a voltage drop of about
0.2V across the diode. The diode has a circular
band across its barrel at one end of the diode.
This should be closest to the battery.
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Be careful about how much charging current
you pass through your rechargeable battery.
Most modern batteries can be charged at quite
a high current. For example you could charge a
2000mAH battery with a 500mA current for just
over 4hrs and it would be fully charged - keep
on charging it beyond that 4hrs and you could
seriously damage the battery (or even cause an
explosion). Nickle Metal Hybride (NiMH)
batteries have a protective mechanism when
they get overcharged and attempt to dissipate
the excess current as heat. However they can
usually only managed to discharge one tenth
of their total current capacity as heat. What this
means in practical terms is that if you charge
a 1300mAH battery with 130mA then it will
survive, but get warm, if you overcharge it
for a while.

However if you overcharge it with a 500mA
current the risk of explosion occurs. If the Rapid
solar panel described above is used the
maximum charge current available is 50mA
(and in reality the available current will be less
than this), so there should be no problems. In
fact you would be safe using two of these
panels in parallel to provide double the current:

Using a single solar cell, providing a maximum
current of 50mA, to charge a 1300mAH cell will
take (1300/50) hrs = 26 hrs (!)
To find the actual current output of the cell you
need to experiment with a multimeter.
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Rechargeable batteries
In principle, rechargeable batteries can help to reduce waste and pollution. However, there are potential problems in using some types of rechargeable
batteries in school electronics. In particular, because the internal resistance of nickel hydride and nickel cadmium batteries is much lower than non-
rechargeable types, they deliver a much larger current if a short circuit is accidentally applied across them. If this happens, the battery can overheat
and possibly explode. This can present a health hazard and can also damage the battery.
If the battery can be completely enclosed (to prevent short circuits) and a voltage regulator can be included inside the enclosure, then the voltage
regulator will prevent hazards and damage to the battery because it includes current limiting circuitry.

Nickel Hydride (NiMH)
These batteries are sometimes referred to as nickel metal hydride. It
is important to note that the initial voltage of these batteries is 1.2V,
rather than the 1.5V of most non-rechargeable batteries. NiMH
batteries are about five times as expensive as alkaline manganese
batteries, and their capacity is about 20% less. However, they can be
recharged more than 500 times, so they can give large cost and
environmental savings. The values quoted below are for GP high
capacity NiMH batteries – type GP210AAH.

Initial voltage: 1.2V
Capacity: 2,100mAhrs
Initial internal resistance: 0.024W

Nickel Cadmium (NiCd)
Nickel cadmium batteries have many of the same features as nickel
hydride batteries. However, they contain cadmium, which is a serious
environmental pollutant. The capacity of NiCd batteries is not as high
as NiMH. For these reasons NiMH is superior to NiCd for use in
schools. The values quoted below are for GP NiCd batteries – type
GP100AAS.

Initial voltage: 1.2V
Capacity: 1,000mAhrs
Initial internal resistance: 0.018W

Rechargeable Alkaline
Rechargeable alkaline batteries have several important advantages,
for use in schools, over NiMH and NiCd. The most important is that
their internal resistance is higher, and so they do not present a safety
hazard if a short circuit is applied across them.
The initial voltage is close to the value of typical non-rechargeable
batteries, rather than the 1.2V of NiMH and NiCd.
One limitation of rechargeable alkaline batteries is that they have a
limited cycle life. The manufacturer’s data sheet states that this can
vary between 25 and 500+, depending on the rate of discharge, end
point voltage and depth of discharge.
The batteries cost about five times as much as GP alkaline batteries,
so even if their life is limited to 25 cycles, they represent a cost
saving by a factor of five, as well as greatly reducing waste.

Initial voltage: 1.57V
Capacity: 2,000mAhrs
Initial internal resistance: 0.15W

Rechargeable Alkaline XL
Rechargeable alkaline XL batteries are almost identical electrically
with standard rechargeable alkaline batteries. They key difference is
that their cycle life is increased to 50 to 500+ cycles.
They are only slightly more expensive than standard rechargeable
alkaline batteries, and so they represent much better value for
money in the longer term.

Initial voltage: 1.57V
Capacity: 2,000mAhrs
Initial internal resistance: 0.15W

Lithium Polymer
Lithium polymer batteries are widely used in portable computers.
Recently lithium polymer batteries have become available in a PP3
case (but not AA). They have the advantages of relatively high
capacity – almost as high as alkaline, fast charging – one hour (a
special charger is needed), a lifetime of at least 100 cycles (so they
are at least 10 times more cost effective than disposable alkaline
batteries), and the supplier has conducted tests that indicate that
they are protected by internal circuitry against damage or danger
when short circuited.

Initial voltage: 8.4V
Capacity: 500mAhrs
Initial internal resistance: internally protected

Battery data provided by John Martin
and available on the Electronics in Schools website.

http://www.electronicsinschools.org/page.php?ps=2&p=941


Potenco’s Pull-Cord Generator
Potenco have produced the pull-cord power generator unit for the XO
laptop from the One Laptop per Child Foundation. They claim that a
minute of pulling the generator provides enough energy for:

• 20 minutes of talk time on a mobile phone

• 1 hour of ultrabright LED flashlight use

• 3 hours play time on an iPod Shuffle (about one pull per song)

It appears that they have plans to use this more widely, but at present
details are scarce.

Lego
An interesting approach using Lego components to create a charger for
devices powered by USB is described at
www.instructables.com/id/EEMP16QC7ZEUAB836J/?ALLSTEPS .
This uses a 7805 voltage regulator to provide the required 5V output:
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Shaking
Nightstar produce a range of ‘shakey’ torches that derive their power by
being shaken, causing a high-strength rare earth magnet to slide back
and forth through a wire coil, generating electrical energy that is stored in
a capacitor and used to power a bright white LED. Thirty seconds of
shaking the torch provides around 20 minutes of light.

Human power
We know, from commercial radios, torches, phone chargers etc., that hand
powered charging of batteries and supercapacitors is possible. However
the units to achieve this don’t seem to be available to education users in
a form that would allow pupils to incorporate them in their own projects.

Paul Gardiner of Finham Park School is investigating the possibility of KS3
pupils creating their own ’shakey’ units to power a PIC based dice circuit
that they build; pupils would shake the dice, creating enough power to
cause the PIC to run and light some LEDs for a few seconds.

http://potenco.com/
http://www.instructables.com/id/Lego-USB-Charger/
http://www.nightstaruk.com/


Fuel cells
In a basic fuel cell hydrogen and oxygen are
combined to create water; this is a chemical
reaction that releases energy and the cell is
designed to use this energy to separate
charges creating a voltage of about 0.7V. The
main difference between a fuel cell and a
battery is that when the hydrogen in a fuel cell
runs out the cell can be refuelled by adding
more hydrogen (the oxygen used come from
the air). The video of this process explains it
very well.

It is worth noting that the chemicals used in
fuel cells have to be made in some way –
usually using electricity generated by some
other (potentially unsustainable) method. Key
to how sustainable a fuel cell will be is how the
main fuel, hydrogen, is created. The
commonest way to obtain hydrogen is to split
water (H2O) by electrolysis, using electricity. As
long as this electricity comes from a
sustainable source (such as solar power) then
the fuel cell will be much more sustainable
than batteries.

Fuel cells are useful for situations where
electrical power is wanted away from mains
electricity; in portable consumer goods and for
transport – in other words as a replacement for
batteries. Increasingly you will find fuel cells
replacing batteries in products such as mobile
phones.

There appear to be few options currently open
to education that allow pupils to incorporate
fuel cell technology into their own designing.
Below left is a fuel cell form Rapid. Note that
this requires a hydrogen fuel source. Below
right is a fuel kit that is probably too expensive
for D&T work in schools but could lead to
interesting collaboration with Science colleagues:
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Rapid 06-6520, £75.95, Fuel cell car kit Economatics ‘Solar Hydrogen Science Kit’
that includes a fuel cell (£229).

http://www.thirteen.org/curious/episodes/a-fuel-cell-primer/


Curriculum implementation

Sample project: a rechargeable torch and a word or two of warning
During 2007, ‘Electronics (almost) without batteries’ has been a theme for
a number of meetings in the Manchester Electronics in School Strategy
(EiSS) hub. To provide a practical element to these meetings, I provided
the parts for a ‘USB torch’ as described below. The reaction of teachers
to this ‘project’ was very enthusiastic with many indicating they intended
to incorporate it into their schemes of work for September 2007. I have to
say I was rather worried by this and visions went through my mind of the
‘USB torch’ becoming the next ‘steady hand game’ as an iconic project
that many KS3 pupils would ‘do’.

Let me be very clear here: I am delighted that teachers have responded
positively to the ideas in these notes and found the sample project
motivating. But I do not believe that having pupils simply assemble a
USB torch designed by someone else to be very good D&T practice;
where is the design decision making, where are the opportunities for
creativity? As a result of having this conversation with teachers there are
now 5 schools piloting ‘Electronics (almost) without batteries’ work in the
Manchester hub region and the results of this piloting will be published in
due course.

However as a practical example of something achievable by KS3 pupils –
and a cheap and fast way for teachers to prove the principles and have
an opportunity to play with the technology – I have included the notes
for the USB torch below. I have followed this with some thoughts about
practical implementation and a short account of how one of the pilot
schools has fared.
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The USB torch
Inspired by an instructables project: www.instructables.com/id/E1OSW5LM9YET9K4IMM/?ALLSTEPS 
Parts needed:

• 1 x 5.5V 1F Supercapacitor
(or for cost effectiveness a non-RoHS 0.22F 5.5V memory backup. E.g. Rapid 77-2487 costs 19p)

• 1 x 5mm High Intensity LED
(Rapid 55-1886  has very high efficiency, so current can be low, cost 18p for 100+)

• 1 x 150R resistor 

• 1 x mini push button switch

• 1 x Verobaord, 64mm x 95mm, 0.1" spacing or PCB board
Total cost less than £1.

Circuit Diagram

Veroboard Diagram (top view)

Assembled circuit
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Rather than using stripboard, you can design your own PCB using Circuit Wizard.
The steps required are:

2  Test the circuit diagram1  Layout the circuit diagram

3  Convert to PCB Layout 4  Test PCB Layout
This simulates the PCB using a battery pack in place of the USB port.
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Notes:
Circuit Wizard doesn’t have a Capacitor component of the physical size required, so the diagram
above uses used the black circle around the capacitor to indicate its size and to aid board layout.

Tracks printed on the PCB, along with a cut-out on the board, are used for insertion into the USB.

A track has been placed to the edge of the board for the LED so that it can be mounted straddling
the board to increase mechanical strength of the soldered joints. I.e. with the leg on the flat side
(cathode) soldered along the thick track on the copper side.

Two versions of the mask are possible. One has tracks (unattached to anything else,
see left-hand image alongside) for the USB data lines, one doesn’t:
The mask with four tracks for the USB port should be used where the board will be made by
isolation routing; without these the two USB data connections will be shorted by the copper island
between the power connections. Both masks are fine for chemical-based PCB production, though
the mask with just the two (power) USB connectors is a little neater.

If you don’t have Circuit Wizard, the images alongside are the correct size to use as masks.

Note:
Shorting the USB data lines appears not to be a problem, but is probably best avoided anyway:

A USB transceiver is required to withstand a continuous short circuit of D+ and/or D- to VBUS,
GND, other data line, or the cable shield at the connector, for a minimum of 24 hours without
degradation. It is recommended that transceivers be designed to withstand such short-circuits
indefinitely. The device must not be damaged under the short-circuit condition when transmitting
50% of the time and receiving 50% of the time (in all supported speeds). The transmit phase
consists of a symmetrical signal that toggles between drive HIGH and drive LOW. This requirement
must be met for max value of VBUS (5.25 V).
www.fairchildsemi.com/an/AN/AN-6022.pdf

Beware!
My first PCB design printed as shown on the right.
Note how the three tracks that overlap the board edge are connected by the board outline. This is a
problem since the board edge could (depending on your PCB production system) act as a conducting
track between the overlapping tracks.
Circuit Wizard allows you to remove the board outline as shown in the masks above.

http://www.fairchildsemi.com/an/AN/AN-6022.pdf


Implementation thoughts
There are (at least) three ways this USB torch
could be developed for use with pupils.

How one school is working with sustainable electronics
David Taylor of the Radclyffe School in Oldham has introduced a y7
group to these ideas. He asked the pupils to analyse existing products
which use USB power, before looking at this in more detail as a serious
alternative to batteries. He then gave the pupils, via a “chooser chart”,
an option of two inputs (push to make switch and moisture probe) and
two outputs (Hi-bright LED and buzzer). He limited pupils to these
options to ensure the pilot was manageable, but in the future intends
to extend this range. Based on these inputs and outputs, he asked the
pupils to think of possible contexts for each possible combination.

The outcome has been some truly unique ideas. Some pupils came up
with the expected torches (push switch and LED) or plant moisture
sensors (moisture probe and LED), but some also came up with
innovative product ideas, such as a ‘waterlogged’ sensor for a cricket
pitch that could be given to the umpires to check whether the pitch was
playable. The pupils were buzzing with ideas and thoughts and relished
the fact that they had the choice of theme open to them. “So we can
actually choose what we do?” was a common question, asked in
amazement.
The pupils are currently developing these ideas into actual products.
Although what they are producing is essentially a set of very similar
projects, and therefore very easily managed from a teaching point of
view, the pupils genuinely feel as though they have ownership of what
they are doing. 
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As it stands above, it does not constitute a
‘full design and make’ project (where is the
design.....?). 

It might however be a useful task to give
pupils to help them develop certain skills.

What skills do you think this task might
help develop?

The task could make the core of a product
design task where it is clear that the activity
is product design using some electronics
rather than being an electronics task in its
own right. Clearly there is scope for pupils to
consider electronics related design issues (as
well as those relating to materials) such as
the design of the PCB to match the product,
positioning of components to match the
design etc. This leads into:

The task could be developed into a full
blown electronics design and make activity.
The challenge to pupils is:

Given that we can use the USB port as a
power source and a supercapacitor to store
charge, and given the electrical limitations
of voltage and current, what could we do
with this that is interesting and useful?

It might well turn out that many pupils
come up with essentially the same idea
of a USB torch, but it is likely they will
also propose a range of purposes that
affect the final form etc. of the product
design. Others may come up with other
things (buzzers, heating elements....).

1 2 3
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For further reading on key issues influencing the teaching of
design & technology, see the recently published:

Design & technology for the Next Generation
a collection of provocative pieces written by experts in their
field, to stimulate reflection and curriculum innovation.

Available  from the educational publishers CliffeCo at

www.dandt-thebook.com

This article is one of a series available
on the Nuffield Secondary D&T website.

www.secondarydandt.org

Torben Steeg
Freelance Consultant for Design & Technology Education

Honorary Research Fellow at
University of Manchester

http://www.secondarydandt.org/
http://www.dandt-thebook.com/



